Expert: Judge unlikely to dismiss Bergdahl's
charges because of Trump remarks

Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl’s request to have desertion and misbehavior charges against him
dismissed are understandable, says a military lawyer, but unlikely to succeed.On Monday,
before a military judge at Fort Bragg, lawyers for Bergdahl -- who walked off his post in
Afghanistan in 2009 and is accused of endangering the lives of soldiers who searched for him
– pushed for the charges to be dismissed because of statements Donald Trump made during
his presidential campaign condemning Bergdahl and saying he should be severely
punished.They argue that because of now-President Trump’s prior comments, their client
cannot get a fair trial.The judge, Army Col. Jeffery Nance, didn't immediately rule on the
defense request, but called the footage of Trump condemning Bergdahl "disturbing material."
A written decision was expected later.“The defense counsel validly could make that argument”
about Trump tainting the possibility of due process, military law expert Greg Rinckey told Fox
News. “But I believe a judge won’t find [Trump’s actions] are unlawful command influence. If
Trump makes comments now, it clearly would be.”Unlawful command influence refers to a
commander saying or doing something that would taint as guilty a military defendant who is
facing an accusation.“If a commander strips rank before a court martial, or restricts a soldier
from the barracks, or has everyone give him the silent treatment, that’s unlawful command
influence,” Rinckey said.Bergdahl is scheduled for trial in April and could face a life sentence
if convicted of misbehavior before the enemy.Defense attorneys argue that Trump violated
Bergdahl’s due process rights by repeatedly calling him a “traitor” and making other harsh
statements about the soldier. The defense motion, filed shortly after Trump was sworn in as
president, cites more than 40 instances of Trump’s criticism at public appearances and media
interviews through August 2016.Defense attorneys argue that potential jurors may feel
obligated to agree with their new leader and would have a hard time ignoring the
criticism.Prosecutors contend that any reasonable observer would understand that Trump’s
comments amounted to campaign rhetoric and should not be taken literally.They argue that
Trump’s use of the term “traitor” was not meant in the legal sense, but in a conversational
way.Bergdahl, who is from Idaho, has said he walked off his post to cause alarm and draw
attention to what he saw as problems with his unit.The Army’s investigating officer has
testified that Bergdahl did not mean to desert and did not intend to join the Taliban. The
officer said that to have Bergdahl serve time in prison would be “inappropriate,” according to
the New York Times.Rinckey said that while the judge is not likely to dismiss the charges,
Bergdahl’s contention that a jury cannot avoid knowing about and being influenced by
Trump’s condemnation may result in some time – perhaps days, or a month, for instance –
deducted off his sentence if he is convicted.Another expert, Eric Carpenter, a former Army
lawyer who teaches law at Florida International University, said to the Associated Press,
however, that potential military jurors could be influenced by Trump's comments even if he
made them before becoming president."The prosecution is in a tough spot. These statements
are really indefensible, and they have the job of defending them," he said. "No one in the
administration has disavowed those comments, so the comments still have life."The sergeant

was held captive by the Taliban and its allies for five years. The Obama administration’s
decision in May 2014 to exchange Bergdahl for five Taliban prisoners prompted some
Republicans to accuse Obama of jeopardizing the nation’s safety.

The strange case of Lt. Cmdr. Edward Lin
When Navy Lt. Cmdr. Edward Lin was first arrested at the Honolulu airport in 2015 on a flight
to China, military investigators thought they had uncovered an espionage case of epic
proportions – a Mandarin-speaking Asian-American military officer accused of leaking highly
sensitive U.S. military secrets to Chinese and Taiwanese officials.
After two days of intense interrogation, Lin confessed to telling a recently retired Taiwanese
naval officer and others some highly classified details about the U.S. Navy’s weapons
programs, including the Long Range Anti-ship Missile under development, the high-speed rail
gun and the Laser Weapon System being tested in the Persian Gulf, according to statements
made at a recent motion hearing in a courtroom in Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia.
So military investigators likely thought they had a key witness when they sat down to depose
that retired Taiwanese naval officer, Justin Kao, who is also a Virginia Military Institute and
Penn State grad and who worked at the unofficial Taiwanese embassy in Washington.

However, according to a copy of Kao’s Aug. 2 deposition transcript that was obtained by Navy
Times, Kao told investigators very little that would help convict the U.S. Navy officer.

Did Lin ever share information about the Navy’s laser weapon? Kao said no.

Did Lin say anything about the anti-ship missile program? Kao said he’d never heard of it.

Did Lin disclose information about the rail gun? Kao said Lin mentioned it once, at a barbecue
at Lin’s house, when Lin casually recalled a visit to the Navy research test lab when one of
the technicians gave Lin a fragment from a test target as a souvenir. Lin seemed to be
showing off to a friend rather than disclosing military secrets, Kao said, according to the
deposition’s transcript.

Navy sailor in jail for submarine photos seeks
mercy from Trump

A former Navy sailor imprisoned for taking photos inside a submarine has sought a pardon
from President Donald Trump, who, as a candidate, often cited his case as unjust.Supporters
of Kristian Saucier, 29, say the one-year sentence he drew last summer was overly harsh in

light of treatment afforded former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton over her illegal private
email server, and former President Obama’s granting of clemency to Army Pvt. Chelsea
Manning, who leaked classified information.Saucier’s attorney, Ronald Daigle, told Fox News
that he met with Trump’s national security adviser, Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, about Petty Officer
First Class Saucier’s case, and at Flynn’s request submitted a formal pardon request.Daigle
said the punishment didn’t fit the crime.“It was a hyper-charged political atmosphere,” Daigle
said, “politics played a role in it.”Saucier, who served as a machinist’s mate aboard the USS
Alexandria from 2007 to 2012, used his cellphone to photograph parts of the submarine’s
nuclear propulsion system while it was docked at the Naval Submarine Base in Groton,
Conn.Saucier, who is married and has a 2-year-old daughter, began his 12-month sentence in
October at the Federal Medical Center at Fort Devens, Mass.He was convicted of
unauthorized retention of national defense information, which is a felony, and received an
“other-than-honorable” discharge from the Navy. He faced a possible 10 years in jail, his
lawyers said.His problems began when a worker at the naval base found Saucier’s cellphone
near a Dumpster and, while going through it, found the photographs. The worker brought the
cellphone to a retired Navy petty officer, who then notified federal agencies about the
sensitive submarine pictures.“When you look at how many years ago this occurred, coupled
with his military service, and other individuals such as Hillary Clinton and [Clinton aide] Huma
Abedin, who clearly mishandled classified information, it’s unfair,” said Greg Rinckey, one of
the attorneys who represented Saucier. “It smacks of two types of justice systems in the
United States.”Abedin was a Clinton adviser whose estranged husband and former
congressman Anthony Weiner was found to have some of the former secretary of state’s
emails on his computer when it was seized by federal investigators in connection to another
case.Daigle said that when he served as a military police officer in Iraq from 2005 to 2006, he
saw “hundreds, or thousands” of photos that service personnel had taken that could be
considered sensitive. The norm was to handle them in-house, Daigle said.Saucier’s family
has said that he took the photos to show his future children what he did aboard the
submarine.Tom Carson, a spokesman for the U.S. Attorney in Connecticut, declined to
comment on Saucier’s attorneys’ criticisms that prosecutors were overzealous.Carson said in
an email to Fox News: “For any pardon application, when the Office of the Pardon Attorney
requests our office’s position on a pardon, we will review the application and provide our
position.”At the time of the court proceedings on the charges, prosecutors balked at attempts
to compare the petty officer’s actions to those of other officers or even that of Clinton.Noting
that intent is crucial when determining punishment, some experts noted that Clinton
maintained that she did not know that she was doing anything wrong, whereas Saucier
conceded that he believed he should not have been taking the photographs.Acting on behalf
of the Navy, Rear Adm. Charles Richard submitted a victim impact statement that described
Saucier’s photographs as having “had far-reaching consequences for the United States and
the Officers, Sailors and families who serve it.”“Therefore, the Navy respectfully requests that
the court consider a sentence of confinement, and a fine, at the high end of the applicable
range under the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines,” Richard said, according to Military.com.Daigle
says that the photos he saw while in Iraq, where he had customs duty and had to go through
belongings, “were far worse” than Saucier’s photos.He said that Saucier had an outstanding
career, and had wanted to be in the service for the long haul.“Kris was an absolute great
performer who made rank quickly because he did so well,” Daigle said.Daigle hopes that
Saucier receives a pardon that would erase the conviction from his record, and commutation
of his sentence.

Capital Region responds to Trump travel ban

'We have to stand up or it’s going to get worse'Farhat Mir stood with his
family Sunday near the Southwest Airlines check-in counter at Albany
International Airport and held a sign in support of refugees.Mir lives in
Albany, but is originally from Kashmir, a region in the Himalayas that for
decades has been the subject of a territorial dispute between India and
Pakistan.“It makes my heart swell with joy,” he said, looking out at a crowd
of protesters opposing a recent executive order from President Donald
Trump. “All ethnicities, religious groups and nationalities are what make
this country great.”Hundreds of protesters at Albany International Airport
joined others around the country who rallied over the weekend in
opposition to an executive order signed Friday by President Donald Trump
banning refugees and citizens from seven Middle Eastern countries from
entering the United States. The event started at 11 a.m. and continued for a
few hours as attendees cheered, chanted and spoke about the importance
of diversity and acceptance.It was the second weekend in a row thousands
of rally-goers mobilized across the country in response to the new
administration.At the rally's peak, at least 300 people gathered on the first
floor of the Albany airport. Some spoke into a megaphone about how they
or their loved ones had immigrated to the United States. Others crafted
homemade signs reading “Embrace Refugees,” “No Ban No Wall” and
“Albany for Refugees.”The crowd periodically broke out in a chorus of
chants, including “Build the wall, we’ll tear it down” and “no hate, no fear,
refugees are welcome here.”“It gives me hope,” said Chris DeRoller, a
rally-goer from Old Chatham. “To see all the people that value kindness and
generosity, it makes me hopeful.”Additional Albany County Sheriff's
Department personnel were on hand to direct travelers and maintain a clear
walkway.The protest began near baggage claim, but was moved before
noon to the other end of the airport near the check-in counters. The crowd
included senior citizens, families with young children and many people
who said they had immigrated to the United States years ago.
“What I think is happening is heartbreaking, and it is so not who we are as a
country,” DeRoller said. “We have to stand up or it’s going to get
worse.”Trump signed an executive order on Friday banning citizens and
refugees from seven majority-Muslim countries from entering the U.S. The
order prevents citizens of Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Iran, Iraq, Sudan and
Libya from entering the United States for the next 90 days.A federal
judge ruled Saturday night that the government could not remove
individuals with valid visas or refugee status from the country or detain
those who had already arrived, saying the executive order could cause
those travelers “irreparable harm.”The travel ban created chaos and
confusion as some U.S. citizens traveling from Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Iran,
Iraq, Libya and Sudan were detained or told they’d be sent back.The
potential impact of the executive order prompted a quick response from
several Capital Region leaders, nearly all of whom spoke out against
it.Stephen Ainlay, president of Union College in Schenectady, issued
a statement Sunday afternoon saying the college will protect and support
those affected by the travel ban.“Union was founded as one of the
country’s first non-sectarian colleges, with the belief that diversity made for
a better educational experience,” Ainlay wrote. “Two centuries later, we are
more committed than ever to that belief.”U.S. Rep. Paul Tonko,
D-Amsterdam, and U.S. Rep. Elise Stefanik, R-Wilsboro, both spoke out in

opposition to the president’s order. Tonko said sending refugees back is
“inhuman and un-American,” while Stefanik called the travel ban “rushed
and overly broad.”In a joint statement with 15 other state attorneys general,
Eric Schneiderman vowed to fight the executive order, calling it
“unconstitutional.”Brian Chesky, CEO of Airbnb and a Niskayuna native,
tweeted Sunday that the company would provide free housing to refugees
unable to enter the U.S. because of the travel ban.Cianna Freeman, an
immigration attorney with the Tully Rinckey law firm in Colonie, said she’s
heard from a lot of people concerned about family members abroad,
particularly those who were on waiting lists to travel to the United States.As
the debate over the executive order plays out, Freeman said attorneys are
discouraging travel for those with dual citizenship in one of the seven
countries included in the ban, saying the situation is too
tumultuous.Bradley Russell of Albany held a sign at Sunday’s airport
protest bearing Donald Trump’s face that read “Deport Trump.”He said he
was glad to see such a strong response to the travel ban, but added that he
wished people had been more proactive than reactive in protesting Trump’s
rhetoric. With the Republican Party in control of the executive branch, both
houses of Congress and potentially the Supreme Court, Russell said
grass-roots activism will be important in the years to come.“I’m glad to see
everybody, but it needs to be sustained,” he said. “We have no other
choice.”

Mario D. Cometti, Esq. on WNYT for VETCON 2016

Mario Cometti of Tully Rinckey Law Firm chats with Dan about Vetcon, or the Veterans in
Economic Transition Conference, bringing veterans and business experts together. The
conference is Oct. 24-25 at the Desmond.

VETCON Announces Free Job Fair and Employment
Preparation for Veterans
Unprecedented Veterans in Economic Transition Conference (VETCON)
coming to the Capital Region next week.
VETCON is the first of its kind in Albany’s Capital Region and will provide support, advice,
and direction to startups and existing businesses owned by veterans, as well as veterans
(re)entering the workforce. The Job Fair, taking place on day two of the conference, will be
held on Tuesday, Oct. 25 from 1:45 p.m. to 4 p.m. and is free to all veterans or current military
personnel.The VETCON Job Fair has been organized specifically for veterans seeking
employment. Participating companies include over 15 local and national businesses,
government agencies, and non-governmental organizations, all eagerly seeking to hire
veterans. Veterans are encouraged to bring several, updated copies of their resume for
distribution.Current companies participating in the Job Fair include: Tully Rinckey PLLC,
Berkshire Bank, PepsiCo., FedEx, Target, Integra Optics, Time Warner Cable, Social Security

Administration, Global Foundries, New York State Department of Labor, W.B. Mason, Living
Resources, AccuStaff, and more.VETCON is an unprecedented collection of public and
private businesses, non-profit and for-profit organizations, and government agencies
collaborating for an extremely worthy cause. The conference will include interactive seminars,
informative keynotes, matchmaking sessions with NYS purchasing agencies, and
opportunities to network with presenters of national renown who will be serving as mentors
during seminar sessions.The conference will be held at the Desmond, Hotel in Albany, NY.
Registration for the full two-day conference is still open and tickets are $100 per day.
Veterans may attend the VETCON Job Fair for free on Tuesday, Oct. 25.For more information
about all of VETCON’s speakers and a full list of conference workshops, visit
www.VetConNY.com
or contact Marcy Velte at (518) 218-7100 or info@VetConNY.com.

Albany Police Officers Testing Body Cameras
Beginning today, Albany police officers will be testing body cameras while
on duty.
Albany police have weathered criticism following an incident that resulted
in the April 2015 tasing death of an unarmed city man, Dontay Ivy. No
officers were charged in the case. It has been suggested that had police
been wearing body cameras, Ivy would never have been stopped.Now, 20
officers on the street have been outfitted with the new technology. They're
testing body-worn cameras from four different vendors to determine which
will best meet the needs of the department and the community it serves.The
units will be tested on a rotating basis. The officers will be split into two
groups of 10 each to test one of the two vendors’ cameras for three weeks.
After three weeks, the groups will switch cameras for another three weeks
of testing. Once the other two of the four vendors deliver their cameras, the
process will repeat until officers have had the opportunity to pilot cameras
from all four vendors.Several questions have arisen concerning body
cams, including how videos would be processed, stored and retrieved.
Deputy Chief Robert Sears is overseeing this phase of the program. "Each
camera does have some different functionalities, some different options,
and basically just the way they operate is different. So we're trying to,
during our test phases, when it comes to the equipment aspect, we're
trying to marry up the best product with our policies and make adjustments
when appropriate."There's also the thorny issue as to whether the
recordings would be public and who would have access. "One of the
biggest things that we're trying to really flush out is code 58 of the Civil
Service law, which doesn't allow for these videos to be for public
consumption, because it's part of an officer's personnel record, which is
protected under the law."And that law does not permit law enforcement
agencies in New York to randomly release video. "I look outside my
window. Two officers walk into my neighbor's house. They're in there for
15, 20 minutes, then they leave. Is it appropriate for me, as a neighbor, to
then FOIL this person's body-worn camera that was inside to find out

what's going on in my neighbor's house? I don't think that's the intent of
what we're trying to do. But we have to protect about things like that as
well.”Camera systems are expensive. There is also a learning curve and
maintaining the equipment. Donald Kelly, a partner in the law firm Tully
Rinckey, says establishment of policies and procedures must be done
wisely. "The standard everyday footage would be preserved over time.
Like what you see in a department store where the cameras record over
themselves every month or so. Unless there's an incident they don't see
any reason to preserve the recording over time."Some believe body
cameras will impede police work: if officers have concerns about what
video will reveal, they may make fewer arrests, and could choose to avoid
some situations altogether.Early this year, when Albany Police Chief
Brendan Cox met with community members to discuss bringing body cams
to the capital city, he mused there is a fine line to balance when it comes to
police cameras… "So you wanna try to get it right. You don't wanna set up
false expectations, you don't wanna hurt anybody, you don't wanna cause
any more trauma, so you really wanna try to make sure that you do your
best to set up policies, to set up procedures and set up trainings, and also
to be as transparent as possible so everybody knows what all those
policies and procedures and how the training's gonna go."Once a specific
camera vendor is chosen, the other aspects of the policy will be developed
with further public input. Again, Deputy Chief Sears: "There's several areas
of public input right now that's available. We have a blog with the policy up
and we try to elicit as many comments as we can. There's also info on our
Facebook. Whether we have another public meeting or not remains to be
seen. We'll make that determination when we get a little bit closer."

Legal Chat: Living wills and health care proxies
What is the difference between a living will and a health care proxy, and is it
necessary to have both?
The answer to this question is that it depends upon which state you live in. In the state of
New York a living will and a health care proxy are different documents and accomplish
different goals.In New York State, a living will is a written expression of someone’s intent with
regard to end of life decision-making and other important health care decisions. It can state
under what conditions you do or do not want artificial nutrition and hydration, CPR, intubation
or other medical interventions.New York law does not contain a specific statute governing
living wills; thus, the validity of a living will is decided by case law. The Court of Appeals,
which is New York’s highest Court, ruled in the Matter of O’Connor (1988) that a living will is
valid if it provides “clear and convincing” evidence of a person’s health care wishes.A living
will does not, however, appoint a specific person to make health care decisions for you.A
health care proxy is the document that appoints someone to make health care decisions for
you in the event that you are unable to make those decisions for yourself. You can appoint a
primary agent and a successor agent. However, unless your health care proxy is aware of
your specific wishes regarding artificial nutrition and hydration, they cannot make end of life
decisions for you.That is why many times you will see a living will and a health care proxy
executed together in a single form. Executing these documents together enables your agent
to make whatever medical decisions may be necessary because your wishes are directly
spelled out in the same document that appoints them. It also makes things easier for your
doctor/treating professional because everything is in one place, and they do not have to look

for two separate documents.If you are thinking about executing a health care proxy or a living
will, it is advisable that you contact an experienced estate-planning attorney to discuss your
options, as there are specific execution requirements for these documents.Greg T. Rinckey,
Esq., is the managing partner at Tully Rinckey PLLC, a full-service law firm located in Colonie.
For more information about the firm, please visit www.1888Law4Life.com
. If you would like your legal question or topic answered in the next issue, please contact Greg
Rinckey at 218-7100 or askthelawyer@1888law4life.com. The information in this column is
not intended as legal advice.

Secret Service faces questions about child sex
abuse
Secret Service is under scrutiny after newly released documents
The U.S. Secret Service is under review after a batch of newly released documents revealed
that a special agent was accused in 2012 of using a date-rape drug to molest boys.The
revelation, stemming from a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit, raised questions about
whether the Secret Service and Department of Homeland Security, which oversees it, as well
as its investigative arm, took sufficient action when confronted with the allegations.In addition
to the allegations involving the special agent, a separate document obtained by the
Washington Examiner referenced another employee from a different division who had also
been accused of child molestation.The new revelations come at a time when the agency is
struggling to overcome scandals, including one in which agents hired prostitutes during a
presidential trip to Colombia.The Secret Service has spent years trying to repair its reputation
and improve discipline, but the new revelations about child abuse prompt attorneys who
specialize in federal employment law to question the agency's willingness to hold agents
accountable for serious crimes."From a reading of what is publicly available to me, it appears
that the U.S. Secret Service does not wish to be held accountable for how it treats its
employees accused of serious crimes against children involving sexual misconduct and/or
drugs," Cheri Cannon, a partner at federal employment law firm Tully Rinckey told the
Washington Examiner."The Secret Service should be transparent in how it treats such
persons, within the confines of federal privacy laws," she said. "Not responding at all or
ignoring the situation is not responding within the bounds of federal privacy laws, but appears
to be an effort to protect the agency from any allegation of a cover up of serious criminal
activity."Bracing for renewed criticism, the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association, the
union that represents the Secret Service, released a statement earlier this week saying, "the
Secret Service is comprised of humans who sometimes err, but isolated mistakes do not
undefine the agency's legacy of honor."The latest child sex abuse issue goes back to the fall
of 2012, when Department of Homeland Security investigators were looking into a
Denver-based special agent accused of child molestation, according to one document, a
"memorandum of activity" from the DHS Office of Inspector General (OIG). When
investigators ran the agent's name through a federal database, they found that the same
person had been flagged by Customs and Border Protection a year earlier for trying to send
himself a date-rape drug through the mail.Customs and Border Protection officers at John F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York found the package containing the drug in 2011 and
confiscated it before it reached the agent, according to the memo, and entered his name into
an internal DHS law enforcement database. The document was redacted to exclude the

agent's name.The date-rape drug is gamma-hydroxybutyric acid, or GHB, which the memo
notes is "used as a recreational drug and is linked to drug-assisted sexual assaults." Under
U.S. law, the drug is a List 1 chemical, which it is illegal to import.Five days after OIG officers
in Denver discovered the agent's name in the database, he was sent to Washington, D.C., for
questioning, where he admitted sleeping with a juvenile at his home but stated that "nothing
sexual happened," according to the memo."Subsequently, [the special agent] resigned his
employment with the USSS," the memo states. "However, a few weeks after his resignation,
he withdrew his resignation and the USSS reinstated [the special agent's] employment and he
was placed on administrative leave."Administrative leave allows federal employees to remain
on payroll without reporting to work while under investigation for misconduct.The memo states
that investigators in Dallas then interviewed another subject. Though that part of the memo is
heavily redacted, the part that is visible says that he had spent the night at the special agent's
home several times "but he slept alone on the couch" and "never had sexual contact" with
him.Asked about the GHB chemical, the subject of the interview said he knew it was the
"'date-rape drug,' but did not want to comment more about it when asked more probing
questions," the memo states. The subject then said he did see the special agent in question
mixing "[redacted]" into a drink and the special agent drank it but "did not know if anyone else
did too."In late 2012, OIG investigators alerted a Colorado county sheriff's office "to apprise
them [sic] the information in the event the sheriff's office received any reports or complaints
about the [special agent's name redacted] misconduct."The local county sheriff's office said it
would then initiate an investigation based on the information it received from the OIG
investigators "in order to determine" if the special agent had committed any crimes.The
document was made public after Maria Litman, a Texas woman spent $100,000 in legal fees
fighting the DHS for documents related to Secret Service misconduct. She won her court
cases, recently receiving 3,900 documents about the Secret Service misbehavior.In addition,
a separate chart of Secret Service misconduct cases obtained by the Examiner, shows what
appears to be a second incident of alleged child molestation during the same year, 2012. This
case appears to be different than the one involving a special agent and the date-rape drug
because the suspect was in the Uniformed Division of the agency, and was not a special
agent.In this case, according to the document, the employee was arrested for "aggravated
sexual battery and taking indecent sexual liberties with a child."The proposed punishment of
the employee was indefinite suspension for failing to maintain a security clearance. In the end
he instead "retired in lieu of removal." Employees who retire rather than resigning or being
fired receive federal pensions and benefitsA Secret Service spokeswoman told the Examiner
this week that federal privacy laws bar the agency from releasing information about the cases
or how or whether the employees left the agency after the allegations were
investigated.Following the publication of this article, she emailed the following statement:"In
October of 2012 the Secret Service was informed that two employees were under
investigation by other law enforcement agencies. Upon notification, both employees' security
clearance and access to Secret Service facilities was suspended and they were both placed
on administrative leave. Indefinite suspension (leave without pay) was proposed.The first
employee retired On October 31, 2012. The second resigned December 15, 2012. Both
actions were just prior to enforcement of the indefinite suspensions. At no time did either
employee 'un-resign.'Cannon argues that there is information, albeit limited, the agency could
release despite privacy laws, including whether the unidentified special agent is still employed
and whether he resigned, was fired or retired with benefits, as well as details about whether
the investigation found corroborating evidence and how it ended, she said."An OIG record of
case closures, made public in 2014, refers to a case involving a Colorado special agent
accused of using an illegal drug to "seduce and molest" underage children that was opened in
Dec. 6 of 2012 and closed on Dec. 13, 2013.After analyzing the details of the memo about the
OIG investigation, Cannon had several questions about how investigators and the Secret
Service resolved and closed the case.She pointed to the Secret Service or DHS decision, as
described in the document, to allow the special agent to rescind his resignation and be

reinstated as particularly troublesome from a legal perspective.Her concern about a possible
cover-up is "bolstered by the Secret Service decision to return the employee to the federal
payroll after he had resigned from service and then placing him on paid leave at...taxpayer
expense."There is no legal requirement to accept a former employee's request to return to
duty after his resignation, she said."There is certainly no reason to do so when the employee
is accused of serious criminal activity and will not be returned to active service as an agent,"
she added.Stan Brand, a senior counsel at Akin Gump who specializes in defending
witnesses in government investigations, also questioned several aspects of the Secret
Service and the OIG's handling of the case.The reinstatement of the special agent after he
resigned described in the piece was especially "bizarre," he said."He resigned and they let
him back [on administrative leave] without anything in the record about how these allegations
were resolved…it's a mystery to me," Brand said.Most investigations involving allegations of
serious crime are followed by a Report of Investigations, a final summary of what investigators
pursued, how it concluded and what disciplinary actions they recommended the Secret
Service take against an employee, if any.Both the Secret Service and OIG are under new
leadership since the Colombia prostitution scandal grabbed headlines in 2014 and spurred
congressional investigations.An OIG spokeswoman told the Examiner to submit a FOIA
request for the final report, and said she "would be surprised if there wasn't [a final report] on
a closed case."The Examiner submitted a FOIA request this week. No one answered when
the Examiner called a phone number listed on the website for the OIG office in charge of
handling those requests.Customs and Border Patrol spokesman Anthony Bucci said he would
not disclose any information about the date-rape drug discovered at JFK Airport because
"internal documents are not releasable and addressee information is protected by the Privacy
Act."In its broad defense of the Secret Service this week, union President Nathan Catura, said
"For several years now, the Secret Service has been put under an unrelenting microscope. A
proud agency that does one of the most patriotic duties

Rinckey, Hogan on Saucier Case
Feds torpedo Navy sailor's 'Clinton defense'
(CNN)A Navy sailor facing prison time for taking photos of a classified area on a US nuclear
attack submarine is asking a federal judge for leniency, citing the government's decision not
to indict Hillary Clinton for mishandling classified information.Petty Officer First Class Kristian
Saucier, a 29-year-old mechanic, admitted he used his personal cellphone on three occasions
in 2009 to take six pictures of the submarine's classified propulsion system while working in
the engine room, according to court documents.In a court filing, Saucier's lawyer compares
the half-dozen classified photos Saucier had in his possession to the 110 classified emails the
FBI determined were on Hillary Clinton's personal server."Mr. Saucier possessed six (6)
photographs classified as 'confidential/restricted,' far less than Clinton's 110 emails," Derrick
Hogan wrote to the US District Court in Bridgeport, Connecticut, in a story first reported by
Politico.Advocating for probation, Hogan said it would be "unjust and unfair" for Saucier -- who
has pleaded guilty -- to do prison time "for a crime those more powerful than him will likely
avoid."The federal government dismissed the comparison in a court filing Monday and instead
asked the judge to sentence Saucier to more than five years behind bars at the sentencing
hearing this Friday. The federal sentencing guideline ranges from 63 to 78 months."The
defendant is grasping at highly imaginative and speculative straws in trying to further draw a
comparison to the matter of Sec. Hilary (sic) Clinton based upon virtually no understanding
and knowledge of the facts involved, the information at issue, not to mention any issues of
intent and knowledge," the prosecutors said in court papers.Saucier, who served on the USS

Alexandria submarine from September 2007 until March 2012, had a secret security
clearance and admitted knowing he was not authorized to take the photos, which depicted
classified material.Still, Saucier's lawyers claim his reason for taking the photos was
benign."Mr. Saucier admitted that he knew when he took the pictures in 2009 that they were
classified and that he did so out of the misguided desire to keep these pictures in order to one
day show his family and his future children what he did while he was in the Navy," Hogan
wrote in a court filing.Saucier's conduct is different from Clinton's email controversy, even his
lawyers admit. The former secretary of state has said she did not knowingly send or receive
emails that were classified, while Saucier has admitted knowing his conduct was illegal.FBI
Director James Comey, however, said his investigation found that "any reasonable person in
Secretary Clinton's position ... should have known that an unclassified system was no place
for that conversation" about classified matters. Comey also noted that a small number of the
emails did bear markings indicating the presence of classified information, a fact that
Saucier's defense attorneys pointed to."I don't think that we're grasping at straws," said Greg
Rinckey, one of the defense attorneys representing Saucier. "I think the cases are similar. Are
they apples to apples? No, absolutely not. However it's now been shown that Secretary
Clinton sent and received emails that were marked classified at the time contrary to her sworn
testimony."

